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Molecular dynamics simulations were used to study the interactions of four green tea catechin

compounds with lipid bilayers. Reported studies have shown that catechins are linked to beneficial

health effects, specifically those related to interactions with the cell membrane. To better understand

the molecular interaction of catechins with membranes, simulations were carried out of interactions

of four catechin molecules [epicatechin (EC), epigallocatechin (EGC), epicatechin gallate (ECG),

and epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG)] with a 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) lipid

bilayer. The simulations show that catechins possess a strong affinity for the lipid bilayer. Some are

absorbed into the bilayer. The molecular structure and aggregated condition of the catechins

significantly influences their absorption, as well as their ability to form hydrogen bonds with the lipid

headgroups. Insight into these molecular interactions helps to distinguish the structure-function

relationship of the catechins with lipid bilayers and provides a foundation for a better understanding

of the role of catechins in biological processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Flavonoids found in tea have been linked to numerous health
benefits. These include antibacterial (1, 2), anticancer (3, 4), anti-
cholesterol (5-7), antineurodegenerative (8), antitoxin (1), and
antiviral (9) effects. For example, our studies have shown that tea
catechins and tea extracts inactivated human cancer cells and
foodborne pathogens in solution and in ground beef (3, 10, 11).

Epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) is the most abundant and
powerful antioxidant found in green tea (12). However, it should
be noted that the levels of this and other catechins may decrease
during long-term storage of tea bags (13). Large differences in
biological activities of structurally different catechinsmaybe due to
differences in relative affinities to lipid bilayers of cell membranes.
Features of catechins that may influence affinities to cell mem-
branes include stereochemistry, the presence of galloyl side chains,
and the number of phenolic OH groups on the catechin rings.

However, the quantitative nature of the molecular interactions
of flavonoids or inside cellmembranes thatmay govern biological
activities remains largely undefined (14-25).Recent experimental
studies have shown EGCG induced rupture of giant vesicles by
binding to their membrane surface (18). Because changes to the
lipid bilayer membrane can be linked to changes in biological
processes, the microscopic and molecular mechanisms associated
with this process may be related to the known health benefits of
EGCG and other catechins.

Because of incomplete information about the molecular me-
chanisms involved in both antioxidant and anticarcinogenic
activities of tea flavonoids, we were motivated to study the
biophysical interactions of these compounds as they interact with
lipid bilayers by means of molecular dynamics simulation tech-
niques (21). Themain objective of the present study was to extend
these studies by evaluating the interaction of the following four
tea catechins with 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine
(POPC) bilayers: epicatechin (EC), epigallocatechin (EGC), epi-
catechin gallate (ECG), and epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG).
The dynamics of the interactions of the catechins with the lipid
bilayers are interpreted in terms of hydrogen bonding and
adsorption/absorption phenomena to the lipid bilayer, as influ-
enced by the phenolic hydroxyl and gallate groups associatedwith
the catechin ring structures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

With the exception of the lipid hydrocarbon tails, which were
treated with a united-atom model, an all-atom molecular repre-
sentation was used for the catechins, lipids, and water. Intermo-
lecular interactions for the lipids and nonbonded interactions
(Lennard-Jones and Coulombic potentials) were obtained from a
previous study (26). The single point charge (SPC)model (27) was
used for water and the optimized potential for liquid simulations
(OPLS) forcefield for all catechin compounds (28).

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the
leapfrog integration scheme with a time step of 2 fs. Short-range
vanderWaals and electrostatic interactionswere cut off at 1.0 nm.
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The particle mesh Ewald (PME) method was used to correct for
long-range electrostatic interactions (29, 30). The LINear Con-
straint Solver (LINCS) algorithm (31) was applied to constrain all
bonds in the lipids and catechins, and the SETTLEalgorithm (32)
was used for the water molecules. Periodic boundary conditions
were applied in all directions. All simulations were performed in
theNPT ensemble using the Berendsen weak coupling technique
and anisotropic pressure scaling (33). The GROMACS 3.3.3
software package (single precision) (34-36) was used for all
simulations running in parallel on Virginia Tech0s System X.

All simulations were performed at 310 K and 1 bar, corre-
sponding to a liquid-crystalline state for the POPC bilayer (see
REF 37 for details). The stability of the equilibrated bilayer was
confirmed from the area per lipid and lipid tail order parameters.
These were in agreement with previously reported values for
POPC bilayers (37). Detailed information regarding the proper-
ties of the POPC lipid bilayer can be found elsewhere (37).

The systems studied comprised catechins interacting with a
model cell membrane as it may occur in a typical cell. The outer
leaflet of a mammalian cell membrane typically has a high
concentration of phosphatidylcholine (PC) lipid headgroups,
illustrated inFigure 1a. As an approximation, we considered lipid
bilayers composed of POPC. The POPC bilayers contained 144
lipids per leaflet. The lipid bilayers were built by placing the lipids
on a grid to form a monolayer and then transposing another
monolayer to form a bilayer structure. A total of 11520 water
molecules (40 waters/lipid) were added to the lipid bilayer to
create a fully hydrated system. The system was initially heated to
450 K for 10 ns, then cooled, and equilibrated at 310 K for 50 ns.
The resulting configuration was used for simulations with the
catechins.

The equilibrated POPC bilayer was exposed to a solution
containing five tea polyphenol molecules for each of the four
cases of EC, EGC,ECG, andEGCG(seeFigure 1b for labeling of
the atoms and rings). In each case, the five catechin molecules
were positioned and distributed uniformly in the center of the
aqueous phase. Unconstrained molecular dynamics simulations
were then performed at 310 K and 100 kPa for the systems of
catechins, lipids, andwater.Each systemwas simulated for 150ns.

RESULTS

To characterize the biophysical interactions of the catechins
with the lipid bilayer, the simulations for each system were
analyzed for dynamic and structural properties. Figure 2 shows
the center-of-mass (COM) molecular trajectories for each of the
EC, EGC,ECG, andEGCGmolecules. The trajectories illustrate
catechins binding to the lipid headgroups near the bilayer sur-
face (adsorption). In many cases, it also depicts penetration into
the bilayer interface (absorption). The figure shows that the
catechins were initially inserted into the center of the aqueous
phase, where they quickly diffused through the aqueous phase to
bind with the bilayer surface. All of the catechins interacted with
the lipid headgroups on the bilayer surface. Each of the EC and
EGC molecules absorbed underneath the bilayer surface during
the simulation, whereas only twoECGand twoEGCGmolecules
exhibited similar behavior. The time required for eachmolecule to
penetrate and remain in the bilayer is shown in Table 1.

The results indicate that the catechins without the gallate
moiety (ECandEGC) penetrated into the bilayer after an average
time of 79 and 34 ns, respectively. By contrast, the penetration
time for catechins with the gallate moiety (ECG and EGCG)
averaged 28 and 43 ns, respectively. Figure 2 shows that each of
the molecules is absorbed into the bilayer from the COM
trajectories. Molecules that remained aggregated absorbed more
slowly than those unattached to other molecules. Specifically,
four EC molecules aggregated into two pairs (see black/red and
blue/magenta in Figure 2a). All of the aggregated EC molecules
absorbed into the bilayer at times>76ns. This timeperiod ismuch

longer than the 15 ns required for absorption of the nonaggre-
gated ECmolecule. Unlike the ECmolecules, the larger ECGand
EGCG molecules did not absorb into the bilayer while in the
aggregated state.

A distinctmolecular feature ofECGandEGCG is the presence
of the gallate ester moiety. Catechins with the gallate side chain
were not absorbed in the aggregated state. Thus, two aggregated
ECG molecules (blue/magenta in Figure 2c) and two aggregated
EGCG molecules (red/black in Figure 2d) remained aggre-
gated throughoutmost of the simulationswithout being absorbed
into the bilayer.

Figure 3 shows the trajectory of the four catechin species as
they diffuse along the bilayer surface (the same trajectories as in
Figure 2, but with displacement projected along the xy plane).
These trajectories provide insight into the mobility of the cate-
chins. Following adsorption onto the bilayer, the mobilities
appear to substantially decrease. Mobilities further decreased
after the compounds had been absorbed inside the bilayer. Once
absorbed, the catechin molecules are completely enclosed by the
lipid headgroups, and their displacements become restricted. For
example,Figure 3d shows that anEGCGmolecule adsorbed onto
the bilayer surface (green trajectory) diffuses over an area cover-
ing approximately 25 nm2, whereas an identical absorbed
molecule (red trajectory) diffuses around an area of approxi-
mately 7 nm2.

Figure 3 also shows that a similar loss of mobility takes place
for many of the catechins after absorption. Each plot shows two
circles for each type of catechin: a larger circle encompasses the
trajectory of a catechin adsorbed onto the bilayer surface, and a
smaller circle encompasses the trajectory in the absorbed state
inside the lipid headgroups.

Hydrogen bonds formed between catechins and lipids were
monitored to gain a better understanding of interactions along
the bilayer surface. A hydrogen bond is defined as the distance
between theH-donor andH-acceptor of<0.35 nmand a donor-
hydrogen-acceptor angle of between 120� and 180� (38). The
present analysis considers catechin hydroxyl groups as H-donors
and lipid oxygen groups as H-acceptors (see Figure 1a and 1b for
the naming assignment in the PC headgroups and catechins,
respectively). Catechins adsorbed on the bilayer surface often
formed hydrogen bonds with two of the phosphate oxygen atoms
(O9, O10). After absorption, additional interactions occurred
with the lipid oxygen atoms deeper inside the bilayer (O16, O33,
and O35).

The frequency and distribution of hydrogen bonds formed
among the hydroxyl groups in eachof the catechins dependon the
nature of the interactionwith the bilayer. TheH-bonds formedby
each hydroxyl group were sampled while the catechins were both
adsorbed onto and absorbed into the bilayer. Figure 4 shows that
the distribution of H-bonds among the hydroxyl groups is less
uniform when the catechins are adsorbed on the bilayer surface
compared to those that are absorbed into the bilayer. Even
though all hydroxyl groups in the catechins were susceptible to
forming hydrogen bonds with the lipids on the bilayer surface,
with the exception of EGC, a greater preference for hydrogen
bonds occurred with OH1 and OH2. Among the catechins
evaluated, EGC exhibited the most abundant adsorbed interac-
tion on the bilayer surface (>40%ofH-bonds) with the lipids for
a single hydroxyl group (OH6). After being absorbed into the
bilayer, the H-bonds formed by each catechin are distributed
nearly uniformly among the hydroxyl groups. This result shows
that after absorption, all hydroxyl groups are nearly equally
exposed to form H-bonds. Analysis of the total number of
H-bonds formed by each catechin shown in Table 2 indicates
that approximately twice as many H-bonds per hydroxyl group
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are formed after the catechins are absorbed into the bilayer, as
compared to the number formed following adsorption onto the

surface. The ability of all the hydroxyl groups to form H-bonds
may be partly responsible for the increase in H-bonds formed
after absorption.

The effect of absorption is also apparent when the number of
hydroxyl groups that simultaneously form an H-bond is consid-
ered. Figure 5 shows the frequency of the simultaneous H-bonds
formedduring (a) a surface interaction and (b) an absorption. For
each catechin, the occurrence ofmultipleH-bonds during a single
interaction increased during absorption, that is, more than one
hydrogen bond was often formed simultaneously. Except for
EGCG, all catechins most likely formed one or two H-bonds on
the bilayer surface and four simultaneous H-bonds following
absorption. EGCG generally formed five H-bonds. This result is
consistent with our previous observation of the unique ability of
EGCG, themost active biological catechin, to formH-bonds (21).
The absorption into the bilayer appears to allow each catechin to
increase the number of H-bonds, making all of the hydroxyl
groups accessible to the lipid oxygens. Strong hydrogen-bonding

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of the lipid headgroup and the corresponding oxygen atom numbering assignment. R2 and R3 are the oleic acid and palmitic
acid tails, respectively. (b) Identification of the ring structures and functional groups in the catechins. Phenolic OH donor groups (OH1-OH9) and ring labels
(A-D) for catechins are used for reference in the discussions in the text.

Table 1. Time Required for Each Catechin in the Simulations To Absorb into
the Bilayera

time (ns) to absorb into the bilayer

EC EGC ECG EGCG

black 76 39 N/Ab 36

red 85 51 N/A 50

blue 116 25 N/A N/A

magenta 104 26 22 N/A

green 15 28 33 N/A

av 79 34 28c 43c

aMolecule colors correspond to the COM trajectories in Figure 2. Here, a
molecule is considered to be absorbed into the bilayer when its COM remains below
the phosphate group for at least 10 ns. b Three ECG and three EGCGmolecules did
not absorb (N/A). cOnly absorbed molecules are included in the average.

Figure 2. Center of mass trajectories for (a) EC, (b) EGC, (c) ECG, and (d) EGCG. The solid black lines represent the average position of the phosphorus
atoms in the PC headgroups. Position zero corresponds to the middle of the aqueous phase. Regions above and below the solid black lines correspond to the
lipid bilayer. Because of periodic boundary conditions, the catechins can interact with either bilayer surface. Each colored trajectory corresponds to a different
catechin molecule.
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interactions presumably initiate the disruption of cell membranes
in living cells.

Once absorbed, catechins with a higher number of hydroxyl
groups formed a higher number of H-bonds. However, the
average numberof theH-bonds per hydroxyl groupwas relatively
constant. Table 2 shows the number of H-bonds formed per
hydroxyl group for each catechin as a result of surface interac-
tions and absorption. Table 2 also shows that catechins on the
bilayer surface always formed fewer H-bonds per hydroxyl group
than did those that were absorbed into the bilayer, presumably
because these catechins had less access to lipid oxygen acceptors
inside the bilayer. Because catechins on the surface were often
aggregated, some hydroxyl groups were inaccessible to interac-
tions with the bilayer.

These results indicate that the presence of the gallate moiety
(ring D) in ECG and EGCG had a significant impact on how the

Figure 3. Catechin molecular trajectories along the plane (xy) parallel to the bilayer surface. EC, EGC, ECG, and EGCG are shown in a, b, c, and d,
respectively. Trajectory colors match those shown in Figure 2. Dashed line indicates the boundaries of the simulation box. The marked locations (circles)
correspond to the time at which the catechin is on the bilayer surface (solid) or adsorbed onto the bilayer (dashed).

Figure 4. Hydrogen bonds formed by individual hydroxyl donor groups and lipid oxygen acceptors while (a) on the surface and (b) absorbed into the bilayer.
The distribution of H-bonds among the hydroxyl groups is heterogeneous while on the surface, but becomesmore uniform following absorption into the bilayer.

Table 2. Ability of Catechins To Form H-Bonds with the Lipid Headgroups
Near the Bilayer Surface and Inside the Bilayer Is Quantified by Counting the
Number of H-Bonds Formed per Hydroxyl Group per Nanoseconda

EC EGC ECG EGCG

adsorbed 117 152 132 159

absorbed 319 299 260 290

aMost catechins formed approximately twice as many H-bonds while absorbed
into the lipid headgroups compared to being adsorbed on the surface. The presence
of OH6 hydroxyl group increases the ability of catechins to hydrogen bond on the
bilayer surface. After being absorbed, the smallest catechins (EC and EGC) formed
more H-bonds per hydroxyl group than the catechins with the gallate moiety.
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catechins interact with the bilayer. The gallate moiety provides
more hydroxyl groups (seven for ECG, eight for EGCG) to form
H-bonds.However, the presence of ringD also prevented three of
the five ECG and EGCGmolecules from being absorbed into the
bilayer. Thus, catechins with the OH6 group present formed 30%
(EGC) and 20% (EGCG) more H-bonds during surface interac-
tions than did those without the OH6 group.

Catechin hydroxyl donors preferred to form hydrogen bonds
with particular lipid acceptors. To determine the most frequently
interacting donor-acceptor pairs, the number of H-bonds for
each donor-acceptor pair was counted over the course of the
simulation. A qualitative summary of these data is provided as
Supporting Information. These data suggest that catechin hydro-
xyl donor groups often have a strong preference for lipid
acceptors O9, O10, and O16. They have no significant preference
for specific catechin hydroxyl groups.

The absorption of catechins into the bilayer resulted in a lateral
expansion of the bilayer. To quantify this expansion, the cross-
sectional area occupied by each lipid and by the catechins was
estimated at five time periods during the simulation (50, 75, 100,
125, and 150 ns). The EC molecule occupied an area (1.47 nm2)
slightly larger than two lipids, whereas the EGC, ECG, and
EGCG molecules occupied an average area of 1.72, 1.98, and
1.80 nm2, respectively. Although the molecules with the gallate
moiety (ECG and EGCG) occupied a larger area per molecule,
the largest total area resulted from the absorption of EGC, which
does not have the gallate moiety. All five EGC molecules were
absorbed into one bilayer leaflet (see Figure 2b) and compressed
the average area per lipid of the leaflet to about 0.61 nm2. The
area occupied by lipids adjacent to the absorbed catechins
experienced the greatest contraction.

Table 3 compares the area occupied by lipids adjacent to the
absorbed catechins relative to the areas of all other lipids in the
bilayer. Lipids adjacent to the absorbed catechins occupied on
average anareaone-fourth smaller thanother lipids in the bilayer.
An example of the area occupied by the catechins and the
contraction of nearby lipids is illustrated in Figure 6. This figure
shows three snapshots of EGCG molecules (black), adjacent
lipids (red), and other lipids (white) on a bilayer leaflet at
50, 100, and 150 ns. The low mobility of the catechins after
absorption (see above) can be seen by the nearly stationary
position of the EGCG molecules.

The ability of catechins on the bilayer surface to interact with
multiple lipids was examined by considering the configuration of
hydroxyl groups. AVonoroi tessellation analysis of the lipids was
created at 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, and 150 ns for each catechin
species. The catechin hydroxyl oxygens were projected onto the
tessellations to establish the number of lipids accessible to one
catechin molecule. Figure 7 shows the positions of the hydroxyl

groups for two EGCG molecules on the bilayer surface at 25 ns.
In this frame, the two molecules overlapped with a total of
10 lipids (an average of 5 lipids per EGCG molecule). When
the data from all six time instances for each catechin are
considered, the number of lipids associated with the catechins
increased as the number of hydroxyl groups increased as follows:
(a) EC, the catechin with the least number of hydroxyl groups,
overlapped with an average of 3.0 lipids; (b) EGCG, the catechin
with the greatest number of hydroxyl groups, overlapped with an
average of 4.0 lipids; and (c) EGC and ECG overlapped with
averages of 3.3 and 3.7 lipids, respectively. These results suggest
that catechins with a high number of hydroxyl groups (such as
EGCG) have the potential to interact with a high number of lipid
molecules.

The presence of the gallate moiety allows ECG and EGCG to
access an average of 0.7 additional lipid as compared to EC and
EGC, which do not have gallate side chains. OH4 allows EGC
and EGCG to access an average of 0.3 additional lipid relative to
EC and ECG.

DISCUSSION

Impact of Catechins on Lipid Bilayers. The described simula-
tions demonstrate the impact of catechin interactions with a
POPC bilayer. All of the catechins interacted strongly with the
bilayer. However, catechins without the gallate moiety (EC and
EGC) absorbed into the bilayer to a greater extent than did those
with the gallatemoiety (ECGandEGCG).This differencemay be
due to, in part, to the inability of aggregated ECG and EGCG
molecules to absorb into the bilayer. After absorption into the
bilayer occurred, all catechins caused a lateral expansion in the
bilayer below the phosphate group of the lipid chain.

It has been suggested that the beneficial health effects of
EGCG and other catechins are due in part to induced changes

Figure 5. Number of hydrogen bonds formed simultaneously by hydroxyl groups in the catechins (donors) and lipid oxygen atoms (acceptors) while (a) on the
surface and (b) absorbed into the bilayer. While on the surface, catechins typically formed one (EC) or two (EGC, ECG, EGCG) hydrogen bonds. Following
absorption, the catechins most often formed four (EC, EGC, ECG) or five (EGCG) hydrogen bonds.

Table 3. Average Area per Lipid (in nm2) for Lipids Adjacent to the Absorbed
Catechins and for All Others in the Leafleta

EC EGC ECG EGCG

time (ns) AL OL box AL OL box AL OL box AL OL box

50 0.48 0.65 0.65 0.52 0.64 0.67 0.51 0.65 0.65 0.51 0.65 0.66

75 0.49 0.66 0.66 0.49 0.64 0.66 0.52 0.66 0.67 0.49 0.65 0.65

100 0.47 0.66 0.66 0.47 0.64 0.65 0.48 0.65 0.66 0.49 0.65 0.65

125 0.49 0.66 0.66 0.52 0.63 0.66 0.50 0.65 0.66 0.50 0.66 0.65

150 0.54 0.66 0.67 0.48 0.64 0.65 0.47 0.66 0.66 0.56 0.64 0.66

av 0.49 0.66 0.66 0.50 0.64 0.66 0.49 0.66 0.66 0.51 0.65 0.65

a Areas are calculated from Vonoroi tessellation analysis at 50, 75, 100, 125, and
150 ns. The area per lipid for adjacent lipids (AL) was about 22-25% smaller than
the areas for the other lipids (OL). The overall area per lipid, computed from the area
of the bilayer divided by the number of lipids (144), is shown as “box”.
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in the bilayer structure (15, 16, 18, 19, 23, 39-42). In addition, a
recent study reported that EGCG ruptured giant vesicles (18).
This was also likely caused by the absorption of EGCG and the
expansion of the lipid bilayer. A related study showed that a lipid
bilayer experienced an expansion of 0.374 nm2 for each bound
EGCG molecule (41).

We observed EGCG to occupy a lateral area significantly
greater than 0.374 nm2 (see Table 3). However, our simulations
show that the lateral expansion of the bilayer is a result of both the
lateral area taken up by EGCGmolecules and the contraction of
the lipids adjacent to the EGCG molecule. We found that an
average of 10.8 lipids is adjacent to each absorbed EGCG
molecule. Thus, Table 3 shows that each lipid adjacent to EGCG
occupies an area of about 0.51 nm2 (0.14 nm2 less area than other
lipids). These adjacent lipids therefore introduce an area contrac-
tion of 10.8 � 0.14 = 1.5 nm2. The bilayer expansion resulting
from a single EGCG molecule can be computed by subtracting
the contraction of the adjacent lipids (1.5 nm2) from the area of
one EGCGmolecule (1.8 nm2). The result of 0.3 nm2 is similar to
that observed by Sun et al. (41).

Aggregation of Catechins in the Lipid Bilayer. In the present
study, we observed aggregation for EC, ECG, and EGCG

molecules. Compared with nonaggregated molecules, these ag-
gregated molecules remained adsorbed on the bilayer surface for
an increased time period. These observations suggest that the
aggregated molecules either absorbed more slowly into the lipid
headgroups (EC) or were not absorbed (ECG, EGCG).

The aggregation of catechins, especially EGCG, has also been
observed by other investigators (43). For example, partition
coefficients of EGCG have been reported to decrease with
increasing concentration (41), a behavior that could be related
to the aggregation of solute molecules. Experiments involving the
interaction of catechins with the gallatemoiety (such asEGCGor
ECG) have shown that, when EC is present, more EGCG is
incorporated into the bilayer. However, the presence of other
catechins does not affect the absorption ofEC (43). These authors
suggested that EC reduces the aggregation of ECG and EGCG,
thus allowing a more intimate interaction with the bilayer. We
also observed that aggregated ECG and EGCG molecules were
not easily absorbed into the bilayer compared with the nonag-
gregated counterparts.

An alternative explanation for the experimental findings is that
after being incorporated into the bilayer, EC then forces local
density changes of the lipid headgroups (as shown inTable 1). The
sequence of events facilitates EGCG’s entry into the bilayer.
Several studies that have shown that EGCG accumulations on
the bilayer surface are consistent with our results, which showed
that three of the five EGCG molecules remained on the bilayer
surface. For example, a previous study has suggested that the
partitioning of EGCG into lipid bilayers increases as thedensity of
PC lipids decrease (44). The present study shows that smaller
catechin molecules (EC, EGC) absorb into the bilayer more
readily than larger catechins (ECG,EGCG). This finding suggests
that an increase of catechin size relative to gaps in the lipids in the
bilayer can delay or prevent the absorption of some catechins.

Effects of Catechins on Hydrogen Bonding on the Surface and

within the Lipid Bilayer. Hydrogen bonding of hydroxyl groups
with lipid acceptors is an important factor in catechin interactions
with the bilayer. While on the bilayer surface catechins formed
H-bonds with only a few of the available hydroxyl groups.
Following absorption, the distribution ofH-bonds among hydro-
xyl groups became much more uniform; more H-bonds were
formed simultaneously and at an increased rate. This series of
events is likely due to differences in accessibilities of different
hydroxyl groups to lipid acceptors. In addition, the rate of
H-bonding also increased with an increasing number of hydroxyl
groups. These results support the previously reported linear
relationship between the number of catechin hydroxyl groups
and bilayer retention times (45).

Figure 6. Cross-sectional areas occupied by EGCG on a plane near the C13 carbon (see Figure 1a). Each plot represents a snapshot in time of one bilayer
leaflet at 50, 100, and 150 ns. The area of the catechins (black), lipids adjacent to the catechins (red), and other lipids (white) are estimated from the Voronoi
tessellation analysis.

Figure 7. Interaction of two EGCG molecules on the bilayer surface after
25 ns. Hydroxyl oxygen atoms (represented as dark circles) are projected
onto the Vonoroi tessellation plot representing the lipids. The number of
lipids overlapped by the hydroxyl oxygen atoms indicates how many
interactions (such as H-bonds) are possible with different lipids. The two
EGCG molecules shown overlap with four and six lipids.
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Relationship of Hydrogen Bonding to Biological Activities of

Catechins. A theoretical study by Tejero et al. (46) using varia-
tional transitional state theory suggests that the antioxidant
activity of catechins is associated with the formation of hydrogen
bonds between two OH groups of the catechol moiety and two
oxygen atoms of lipid peroxy radicals, resulting in the formation
of a very compact reactant complex. This observation and the
present study suggest that hydrogen-bonding effects may govern
both antioxidative and cell membrane disruptive effects of
catechins.

A key question is whether biological effects of catechins
parallel hydrogen bonding effects with cell membranes. The
following observations suggest that this appears to be the case.
Previously, we found that relative antimicrobial activities of six
catechins against the foodborne pathogen Bacillus cereus ranged
as follows: gallocatechin, 1.0; epigallocatechin, 1.2; epicatechin-
3-gallate, 45; catechin-3-gallate, 180; epigallocatechin-3-gallate,
1459; and gallocatechin-3-gallate, 2307 (10). A related study
showed that the activities of the same catechins paralleled
inhibitory effects against human cancer cells (3). These observa-
tions indicate that the gallate ester side chains enhance biological
effects of catechins and that hydrogen bonding of the catechins
with lipid bilayers of cell membranes described in our pre-
vious (21) and present studies seem to generally parallel anti-
microbial and anticancer effects.

However, because in vivo bioavailability of catechins (fraction
of catechins that reaches the circulation) is low and is influenced
by other dietary ingredients such as piperine (47) and the addi-
tional fact that nongallated catechins appear to bemore bioavail-
able than are 3-gallated ones (48-50), in vitro results may not
always predict in vivo effects.

The situation is even more complicated by contributions of
biotransformed metabolites (due to the action of colonic micro-
flora and metabolizing enzymes) to biological activities (51). It is
also relevant to note that consumers who dislike the astringent
somewhat bitter taste of many teas have the option of obtaining
sweet-tasting high-catechin pan-fried tea largely unavailable in
Western countries (52).

Conclusions. This study presents results from molecular dy-
namics simulations on the interactions of four tea catechins with a
lipid bilayer. All four catechins were attracted to the lipid bilayer
surface and were mobile along the surface. However, after being
absorbed, they were essentially trapped between the lipid mole-
cules, and theirmovementwithin the bilayer was restricted. In the
absorbed state, the catechins both expanded the bilayer by
displacing lipid headgroups and caused a contraction in the
headgroup area of adjacent lipids. Although the behavior of the
lipid tails was not investigated here, the smaller headgroup areas
of those lipids adjacent to absorbed catechins could result in
reduced thermal motion of the lipid tails and a corresponding
more ordered local lipid environment. The lateral expansion of
the bilayer resulting from the absorption of a single EGCG
molecule was similar to that observed by other investigators (41).
The time required for the catechins to be incorporated into the
lipid bilayer was related to the structural properties and aggre-
gated condition of the molecules. Aggregated catechins either
absorbed more slowly (EC) than their nonaggregated counter-
parts or were not absorbed at all (ECG, EGCG). The two
aggregated catechins that were not absorbed contained gallate
side chains and had the largest molecular weights.

The frequency of hydrogen bond formation between the
catechins and the lipid bilayer increased for catechins that were
absorbed into the bilayer as compared to those that interacted
only with the bilayer surface. In the absorbed state, the catechin
hydroxyl groups were better able to access lipid oxygen acceptors

and form additional hydrogen bonds with the bilayer. Our
results support observations by other investigators that the
number of hydrogen bonds increases with the number of hydro-
xyl groups.

EGCGoccurs at high concentrations in green teas and is one of
the most biologically active and studied catechins. Our results
show that EGCG readily forms hydrogen bonds with lipid
bilayers. This catechin formed the most hydrogen bonds while
on the bilayer surface aswell after being absorbed into the bilayer.
In addition, our simulations also indicate that the presence of
the gallate moiety in EGCG and ECG facilitates the formation of
multiple hydrogen bonds and support recent studies showing
that catechins with the gallate moiety have a much larger
affinity for lipid bilayers than those without, such as EC or
EGC (39, 53).

These observations suggest the need to also subject biologically
active black tea theaflavins (theaflavin, theaflavin-3-gallate, thea-
flavin-30-gallate, and the theaflavin-3,30-digallate), oxidation di-
mers of catechins with a large number of OH groups and gallate
side chains, to analogous molecular modeling and simulations
with lipid bilayers of cell membranes.

In conclusion, the results presented here complement and
extend the current knowledge of catechin-cell membrane interac-
tions. The described findings are of fundamental interest andmay
facilitate understanding of the structure-function relationship of
the catechins to their bioactivity as governed by the lipid bilayer
interactions and as they affect numerous biochemical, pharma-
cological, and medicinal properties of green tea catechins and
possibly other polyphenolic compounds.
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